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In the far future water is the most valuable substance. Two space pirates are captured, sold to a
princess, and recruited to help her find her father who disappeared when he found information
dangerous to the rulers. A real Space Opera with sword fights, explosions, fighting robots, monsters,
bar fights and time warps. "The Ice Pirates" is a pretty engaging off kilter comedy spoofing both
space adventures and swashbucklers, with enough verbal and visual gags to make it pleasant, and
impossible to truly dislike. It's clearly not aiming to be something particularly memorable or special,
just an irreverent diversion on lazy afternoons. It's played enthusiastically by an interestingly chosen
cast that helps it to have a cult-film sort of appeal. The script, co-written by director Stewart Raffill
("The Philadelphia Experiment", "Mac and Me"), has a muddled story but a disarming sense of
humour. Not all of its scenes work that well, but it's sure to have its viewers smiling if not laughing
out loud.

TV stars Robert Urich ('Vega$') and Mary Crosby ('Dallas') headline a cast also featuring Michael D.
Roberts, Ron Perlman, Anjelica Huston, John Matuszak, Bruce Vilanch, and a too briefly seen John
Carradine. Urich plays Jason, the leader of the title characters in a galaxy where water is the most
precious commodity. After their latest escapades, they're captured by the baddies - dubbed
Templars - and then acquired by princess Karina (Crosby) so they can help in a quest to find her
father.

Reasonably good visuals and a decent score by Bruce Broughton help in the enjoyment of this little
bit of escapism, as well as a fairly clever finale taking place inside a time warp where our heroes
steadily age while fighting the bad guys. There are also a variety of interesting and likable
characters, human, robot, and otherwise, with actors and actresses such as Natalie Core, Jeremy
West, Alan Caillou, Marcia Lewis, Robert Symonds, Rockne Tarkington, Ian Abercrombie, Hank
Worden, and Carmen Filpi in various small roles. Perlman is particularly funny as one of Jasons'
comrades, while Huston gets to be a total badass.

This would make a decent double feature with another off the wall cult genre effort from the same
year, "The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the 8th Dimension".

Six out of 10. Its good if you can look past the fact that water ids the most abundent resouirce in the
universe. Yes that is right what do you think a commit is...Anyway this movie takes you for a fun ride
but leave your science at the door. If you like space opera and are in the mood for something
without the seriousness of Dune then this is for you! The cast is good, the arcs are nice, and you will
laugh worth a watch! a5c7b9f00b 
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